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1. Our definition of “resources for co-design”
• Incremental definition: design, co-design, and resources for co-design

• Disclaimer: based on our vision of co-design

2. Brief description of co-design within the POP project
• Activities work-flow

• Figures on co-design activities

3. Demo: navigating the co-design site
• Roadmap: metrics, patterns, best-practices, kernels, and experiments
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Outline



Design

• Needs: problem to solve? project 
requirements? limitations? goal?

• Define: analyze, synthesize, specify, ideate.

• Build: develop [a prototype], makes the ideas 
real.

• Test: does it work [as desired]? does it solve 
the need?
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Design & patterns

• Needs: problem to solve? project 
requirements? limitations? goal?

• Define: analyze, synthesize, specify, ideate.

• Build: develop [a prototype?], makes the 
ideas real.

• Test: does it work [as desired]? does it solve 
the need?
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Pattern:                Commonly occurring problems
• Pattern  best-practice (design patterns)
• Provides an extra level of abstraction
• It allows re-usability among different designs

Design Pattern:



Co-design

• Our design becomes an actor 
in this new scenario

• Several designs involved:  
dialog establishment between 
2 different designs

• Requests

• Grants

• Based on detected

patterns
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• Patterns (problems)
Sequence of operations, memory accesses, communications and/or synchronizations 
that perform general algorithmic steps appearing in many different programs  They 
may result in potential performance degradations.

• Best-practices (solutions)
Recommendations that will address the holistic space form of the application; 
refactoring (using or proposing) new features in the system software or hardware 
architecture. 

• Co-design kernels (codes)
Exemplify behaviours by means of kernels (with their corresponding metrics). 
Synthesize potential problems that may arise from HPC applications; propose solutions
to such problems. Decorate descriptions with hw/sw co-design hints. 
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Resources



• Create patterns and best-practices
distilling the “lessons learned” from the 
Proof of Concept reports

• Create kernels based on the description of 
patterns and best-practices (ideally 
isolating the Focus Of Analysis of the 
PoC’s target code)
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POP activity work-flow (co-design)
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• A set of collections including Resources (patterns, best-practices, and 
kernels) and Descriptive items (metrics, languages, models, 
algorithms, disciplines, and reports).
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Figures of POP co-design

Resources (programs) #

Kernels’s programs 23

Kernel’s versions 57

Experiments 43

Resources (abstract) #

Patterns 20

Best-practices 26

Resources (programs) #

Prog. languages 4

Prog. models 9

Algorithms 5

Disciplines 11

Metrics 32

POP reports 116

https://co-design.pop-coe.eu

https://co-design.pop-coe.eu/


Use case: parallelizing our application

for(int i=0;i<SIZE;i++) {

for(int j=0;j<SIZE;j++) if(i!=j) acc[i] = f1(...);

}

for(int i=0;i<SIZE;i++) pos[i] = f2(...);

for(int i=0;i<SIZE;i++) vel[i] = f3(...);

#pragma omp parallel for

for(int i=0;i<SIZE;i++) {

for(int j=0;j<SIZE;j++) if(i!=j) acc[i] = f1(...);

}

#pragma omp parallel for

for(int i=0;i<SIZE;i++) pos[i] = f2(...);

#pragma omp parallel for

for(int i=0;i<SIZE;i++) vel[i] = f3(...);
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Co-design: landing page
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Co-design: list of metrics
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Co-design: load balance
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Co-design: load imbalance due to...
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Co-design: conditional nested tasks...
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Co-design: Calculix solver program
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Co-design: Calculix’s experiments
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Co-design: Calculix’s experiments
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Co-design: Search results
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Co-design: POP reports
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• Summary: definition of co-design; description of the POP project; 
figures of co-design activities; navigating on the co-design site

• Co-design requirements
• Establish a dialog among different design processes, provide a way to abstract

common “problems” (e.g., design patterns), and have empathy with the 
other related design activities

• Next steps
• More resources: more content, improve navigability, re-shape current content

• Receive/process feedback about the site: contact us; but considering to open 
more interactive ways to do it

• From webinar to discussion rooms: open discussions about co-design activitiy 
itself; also consider meta co-design activities (today!)
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Conclusions
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Contact:
https://www.pop-coe.eu
mailto:pop@bsc.es

@POP_HPC
And don’t forget to visit:

https://co-design.pop-coe.eu

Talk: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_hTeNCXP2Q
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